Woodford P-10 State School
Responsible Behaviour Plan for Students
based on The Code of School Behaviour
1. Purpose
Woodford P-10 State School is committed to providing a safe, respectful and
disciplined learning environment for students and staff, where students have
opportunities to engage in quality learning experiences and acquire values supportive
of their lifelong wellbeing.
This plan aims to encourage respect, responsibility, resilience, and social competency.
The school cannot work alone in creating a disciplined environment therefore the
involvement of parents is paramount.
This Responsible Behaviour Plan for Students is designed to facilitate high standards
of behaviour so that the learning and teaching in our school can be effective and
students can participate positively within our school community.
2. Consultation and data review
Woodford P-10 State School developed this plan in collaboration with our school
community. Broad consultation with parents, staff and students was undertaken
through survey distribution and community meetings held in Semester 2, 2012. A
review of school data relating to attendance, absenteeism, school disciplinary
absences and behaviour incidents from 2009-2012 also informed the development
process.
The Plan was endorsed by the Principal, the President of the P&C and Executive
Director Schools in December 2012, and will be reviewed in 2016 as required in
legislation.
3. Learning and behaviour statement
All areas of Woodford P-10 State School are learning and teaching environments. We
consider behaviour management to be an opportunity for valuable social learning as
well as a means of maximising the success of academic education programs.
Our Responsible Behaviour Plan outlines our system for facilitating positive
behaviours, preventing problem behaviour and responding to unacceptable behaviours.
Through our school plan shared expectations for student behaviour are plain to
everyone, assisting Woodford P-10 State School to create and maintain a positive and
productive learning and teaching environment, where ALL school community members
have clear and consistent expectations and understandings of their role in the
educational process.






Our school community has identified the following school expectations to teach and
promote our high standards of responsible behaviour:
Being Respectful
Being Responsible
Being Resilient
Seeing Results
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Our school expectations have been agreed upon and endorsed by all staff, student
reps and our school P&C. They are aligned with the values, principles and expected
standards outlined in Education Queensland’s Code of School Behaviour.

4. Processes for facilitating standards of positive behaviour and responding to
unacceptable behaviour

Intensive

Targeted

Universal

School Wide Positive Behaviour Support:
Universal Behaviour Support
The first step in facilitating standards of positive behaviour is communicating those standards to all
students. At Woodford P-10 we emphasise the importance of explicitly teaching students the
behaviours we want them to demonstrate at school. Communicating behavioural expectations is a
form of universal behaviour support - a strategy directed towards all students designed to prevent
problem behaviour and provides a framework for responding to unacceptable behaviour.
The Schoolwide Expectation Matrix below outlines our agreed goals and specific behavioural
expectations in all school settings.
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WOODFORD P-10 STATE SCHOOL BEHAVIOUR MATRIX
Every child has a right to learn
Every teacher has the right to teach
Everyone at our school has the right to feel safe

TODAY’S EFFORT IS TOMORROW’S SUCCESS
Being Respectful

Being Responsible

Being Resilient

Seeing Results

We speak kindly and politely to each other.
We follow directions promptly and positively.
We care for each other, our school and environment.
We are accountable for our actions, consequences and
belongings.
We make amends.
We make decisions that help us be successful and happy.
We choose our attitude.
We reflect on all experiences.
We are open to critical feedback.
We set goals.
We are organised and prepared.
We participate and give our best.

School Routines
Arriving at school
Before school
Tuckshop
Parade

Transition
Eating areas
Playground areas
Toilet use

Bus
Wet weather
Office
Personal technology devices

These expectations are communicated to students via a number of strategies, including:


Teachers devise classroom expectations in consultation with the class and then display them:
- It is important for students to be familiar with the classroom expectations and
consequences – these link to whole-school strategies and principles
- Students are more likely to respect a classroom plan if they have been involved in its
creation
- Revisit the plan on a regular basis throughout the year
- Weekly focus and explicit teaching of expectations



Staff engage in quality teaching and learning
- Ensure learning experiences are relevant and meaningful
- Ensure that there is an appropriate level of challenge for each student
- Match learning experiences and assessment techniques with student interests and
learning styles
- Encourage co-operative learning
- Provide opportunities for students to make decisions about their own learning
- Clearly communicate fair and reasonable expectations
- Encourage students to set goals and persist in problem solving situations
- Assist students to develop time management and study skills
- Use the productive pedagogies
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Staff develop supportive interpersonal relationships
- Identify students who are displaying the appropriate behaviours (acknowledge and
support)
- Communicate a genuine interest in and care for the students
- Establish rapport with and welcome the involvement of parents
- Develop a sense of responsibility for students’ own progress and personal behaviour
goals



Staff establishes ways to develop resilience to enhance self-esteem and confidence.
- Plan for success by breaking tasks into manageable steps which ensure individual
success
- Acknowledge success with the use of praise, notes, awards and certificates to make
students feel special and communicate success to parents
- Minimise criticism and accept mistakes as part of the learning process
- Communicate regularly with all students
- Create a sense of belonging to the classroom group
- Give students responsibility
- Education on bullying and cyber bullying incorporating steps / action plan for students
- Building self-esteem to support students develop resilience.

Woodford P-10 State School implements the following proactive and preventative processes and
strategies to support student behaviour:
 A dedicated section of the school newsletter, enabling parents to be actively and
positively involved in school behaviour expectations.
 School Behaviour Leadership team members’ regularly provide information to staff and
parents, and support to others in sharing successful practices
 Comprehensive induction programs in the Woodford P-10 State School Responsible
Behaviour Plan for Students delivered to new students as well as new and relief staff.
 Inclusive Education Team meets fortnightly to discuss students’ needs and develop
action plans
 Development of specific policies to address:
o The Use of Personal Technology Devices* at School (Appendix 1)
o Procedures for Preventing and Responding to Incidents of Bullying (Appendix 2).

Reinforcing expected school behaviour
At Woodford P-10 State School, communication of our key messages about behaviour is backed
up through reinforcement, which provides students with feedback for engaging in expected school
behaviour. A formal recognition and monitoring system has been developed. This reinforcement
system is designed to increase the quantity and quality of positive interactions between students
and staff. All staff members are trained to give consistent and appropriate acknowledgement and
rewards.
Each week students are nominated for positive behaviour awards as well as student of the week.
Staff members also hand out Gotcha vouchers (Primary) Gotcha Stamp in diary (Secondary) each
lesson/day to students they observe following school expectations in both classroom and nonclassroom areas. This reinforcement occurs continuously throughout the day. At the various
school sector parades students’ gotchas are placed in a draw to win tuckshop vouchers/prizes.
Photos are taken and celebrated in the school newsletters each fortnight.
Vouchers are not removed as a response for unacceptable behaviour.
Each term classroom/subject teachers advise parents of student positive behaviour using
personal/phone/email contact, positive letter or postcard.
Responding to unacceptable behaviour
Students come to school to learn. Behaviour support represents an important opportunity for
learning how to get along with others.
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DEFINE, TEACH AND DISPLAY BEHAVIOUR EXPECTATIONS AND ROUTINES
MODEL, PRACTISE AND REINFORCE EXPECTATIONS (PRAISE, GOTCHAS, AWARDS, POSTCARDS, LETTERS)
OBSERVE BEHAVIOUR, CONSIDER FUNCTION AND DECIDE STRATEGY AND

SUPPORT REQUIRED
Strategies
Adheres to PBL expectations & procedures (ASoT

Behaviours
-

DQ 6&7)

Arriving late and / or unprepared
Absent from class / walk out
Refusal to participate in program of
instruction
Dress code / shoes
Disrupting others
Not following directions
Non compliant with routine
I.T. misconduct
Lying / cheating
Property misconduct
Wilful disobedience
Behaving in an unsafe physical manner
Physical misconduct
Harassment
Bullying
Taking property without permission
Possess prohibited items
Verbal misconduct
Public displays of affection

Build relationships (ASoT DQ 8, APST 4)
Use Essential Skills for management
-

Establishing expectations
Giving instructions
Waiting and scanning
Cueing with parallel acknowledgement
Body language encouragement
Descriptive encouraging
Selective attending
Redirecting to the learning
Giving an choice
Following through

Review planning/adjustments
-

Content, Process, Product, Environment

(ASoT DQ 1-5, APST 1, 2, 3)
st
1 & 2nd Warnings – Clear verbal and visual warning
Fresh start each lesson!

Logical & Natural Strategies
-

Loss of own time – teacher managed
Community service – teacher managed
Time In at lunch with PBL aide

BEHAVIOUR
RESOLVED?
PRAISE
3rd WARNING =
APPROPRIATE
CDI
BEHAVIOUR

One School incident

(APST 5)

Contact Parent

3 CDI’s in 5 Days
= PLE

(APST 7)

STRATEGY
WORKING
Student
participates and
engages in
curriculum

STRATEGY NOT
WORKING

Teacher supported (APST 6)
Continue to build
relationships with student
and parent (APST 7)
- Refer student to Inclusive
Education Team
- Follow Individual Behaviour

Admin supported
- Case conference
- Suspension/s
- Exclusion

Parent supported
Working with school
- Managed Timetable
- Out of school Time
In

Plan
Inclusive Education Team
Specialist, Relief, Contract,
Beginning Teachers
Crucial Strategies
Relationship building
Structured environment
Follow Classroom Routine
Team support (Teaching Staff
HOD, HOC, HOSES)
Access Relevant student
information
Consider Classroom Profile

Team will gather data and determine
strategies (IBMP, School based support eg GO,
nurse, chappy, external support agencies)

Team will also communicate with parent
Consider Complex Case Management
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Responding to unacceptable behaviour
Woodford P-10 State School makes systematic efforts to prevent unacceptable student behaviour
by teaching and reinforcing appropriate behaviours on an ongoing basis. Our school seeks to
ensure that responses to unacceptable behaviour are consistent and proportionate to the nature of
the behaviour. All behaviour is recorded on One School for data collection and analysis.
When a student exhibits low-level inappropriate behaviour the first response of school staff
members is to remind the students of our expectations. This encourages students to reflect on their
own behaviour, evaluate it, and plan how their behaviour could be modified so as to align with the
expectations of our school community.
Minor inappropriate behaviour is handled by staff members at the time it happens
Minor inappropriate behaviours may result in the following responses:
 1st & 2nd warnings
 Logical & Natural Strategies
 CDI

Major problem behaviour is referred to the school Administration team for support.
We want our students to remember and learn positive behaviours. Therefore our approach and
application of responses, in the first instances, is an educational process.
The following behaviour examples are unacceptable at Woodford State School. The behaviours
and responses have been determined with a focus on natural justice principles. The table below is
not intended to cover every conceivable indiscretion but rather to provide clear indication of the
type of responses which are considered appropriate in particular situations. Every case will have
the particular circumstances considered before a decision is reached regarding responses.

Behaviour
Late to school
Leaving school ground
without permission

Responses
(These processes are not necessarily in the order in which action is taken).
 Parents contacted, teacher managed, time in if necessary.
 Parent/caregiver will be notified.
 Time in during school, after school or Saturdays may apply.
 Persistent offences will be treated as wilful disobedience.

Harassment/Threats —
Verbal, physical, sexual,
racial, and bullying
(including cyber-bullying)

 Students will be made aware of school expectations.
 Students will participate in Support and Intervention.
 Students may be withdrawn from classes or breaks for a specified

Inappropriate use of

number of days.
 Parent/caregiver may be notified.
 Possible suspension/exclusion may occur.
 Parents will ensure that inappropriate materials are removed from public
view or from the internet or any electronic device.
 Possible referral to police.
 For all students, the provisions of the Department of Education Sexual
Harassment Policy/Anti-discrimination Act (1991) apply. (Students are
reminded that they could be charged under the above Acts).
 Students may be removed from internet access for a specified amount of
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technology
Inappropriate email use e.g.
offensive language
Visits to inappropriate internet
sites or downloading of
inappropriate material.
E.g. pornography
Upload of inappropriate files to
network OR installation of
games on network OR local
computer hard drive or
installing an alternative
operating system
Attempts to gain unauthorised
access to any part of the
Network systems (e.g. use of
another's login)
Possession of or smoking
cigarettes in or around the
school grounds or at a
school activity or in school
uniform.

Possession of or the supply
of drugs in or around the
school grounds or at a
school activity or in school
uniform

Use of illegal substances
(drugs or alcohol) on/around
school grounds or at a
school activity or in school
uniform
Supply or use of prescription
medication (i.e. Ritalin/other
behaviour modifying drugs) for
recreational or non-medical
purposes is strictly prohibited
and will be dealt with the same
as illegal/street drugs
Contacting media outlets
without the authorization of
the Principal

Inappropriate use of mobile










time.
Students may have limitations placed on network access.
Students may be required to provide restitution or pay for repairs.
Students may participate in Support and Intervention.
Possible suspension/exclusion may occur.
Parent/ caregiver may be notified.
Files will be removed without notice where necessary.
Students may be removed from internet access for a specified amount of
time.
Possible suspension/exclusion may occur.

 If a student is caught smoking or in possession of cigarettes, he/she will
be suspended.
 Persistent offenders will be treated as wilful disobedience.
 If a student is suspected of being in possession of cigarettes, the student
will be escorted to a member of Administration (where possible) where
he/she will be requested to empty his/her bag.
Students who are in the company of smokers can expect similar
consequences.
 Where this activity is suspected, the police will be informed.
 Parents/caregivers will also be informed as soon as practical.
 If a student is suspected of being in possession of drugs or drug
implements, the student will be escorted to a member of Administration
(where possible) where he/she will be requested to empty his/her bag.
 Students supplying illegal substances can expect to be suspended with a
recommendation for exclusion.
If a student is suspected of being under the influence of an illegal
substance the following will occur:
 The student will be brought up to a member of Administration.
 Parents/caregivers will be notified as soon as practicable.
 The student will be kept under supervision until the influence or
suspicion of influence no longer exists or the student is taken home by
parents/caregivers.
 Where necessary, medical attention will be sought.
 Police will be appropriately involved.
 Students who are under the influence of drugs at school or have used
drugs at school can expect to be suspended with a recommendation for
exclusion.
 Students who contact or supply information to media outlets (or facilitate
this) and this results in harm to students/staff or negative publicity for the
school can expect to be suspended with a recommendation for
exclusion.

 All mobile phones and other electronic devices must be turned off and
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phones or electronic
devices in the classroom,
during lesson times or in an
out of bounds area





Failure to wear school
uniform








Placing inappropriate or
abusive material about staff,
students or the school in a
public domain including the
internet
Dangerous behaviour
E.g. Unsafe behaviour in
class, at school

out of sight in the classroom and outside of the class as the student is
waiting to enter.
Permission must be sought before any recording or photographing takes
place.
Students who misuse mobile phones or any electronic devices in the
classroom will be asked to take them to the office.
Students may collect the phone from the administration after school the
same day.
Persistent offender will be treated as wilful disobedience.
Students will be asked to change into the correct uniform.
Students may receive a “time in”
Where the correct uniform is unavailable, we will negotiate a means of
rectifying the uniform and a suitably safe program for the day.
Parents will be notified and arrangements made to address the concern.
Persistent failure to wear the correct uniform will lead to an interview
between families and a member of administration to develop a suitable
plan for adhering to school policy.

• Students will be instructed to remove the material from public view or the
internet.

• Parent/caregivers will be notified.
 Possible suspension or exclusion may occur.

• Students will be required to make the situation safe.
• Items that are considered unsafe may be confiscated.
• Students may be suspended or recommended for exclusion if acting in a
way that endangers themselves or others, or has the potential to do so.

E.g. Possession of a weapon

Targeted behaviour support: Support and Intervention
Each year a small number students at Woodford P-10 State School are identified through our data
as needing targeted behavioural support. In most cases the problem behaviours of these students
may not be immediately regarded as severe, but the frequency of their behaviours may put these
students’ learning and social success at risk if not addressed in a timely manner.
Support processes:
 Communicate with parents to inform them that their child has been identified by data and
enlist their support
 PBL aides provide targeted support e.g. in class support, explicit instructions in
expectations, anger management, developing resilience, cognitive behaviour therapy, brain
gym, social skills lessons, monitoring etc.
 Ongoing support for teachers to implement strategies as per Behaviour matrix, peer
support, classroom profiling, ongoing professional development in PBL, students discussed
at Sub school meetings
 Targeted structured lunch time activities
Intensive Behaviour Support
Students whose behaviour does not improve after support and intervention, or whose previous
behaviour indicates a need for specialised intervention, are referred to the Inclusive Education
Team where the complexity of behaviours are discussed and an action plan developed.
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Inclusive Education Team
 Students are referred by completing an Inclusive Education Referral Form
 Team develops an action plan and communicates with parents/caregivers
 Action plan may include: monitoring, data collection and review, PBL aide for support and
intervention or developmental movement program, referral to Speech Pathologist, G.O.,
school nurse, school chaplain, G.P., O.T. or outside agency.
 Functional Behaviour Assessment and Individual Management Plan may be developed
 Complex Case Management may be considered
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5. Emergency or critical incident responses
It is important that all staff have a consistent understanding of how to respond to emergency
situations or critical incidents involving severe problem behaviour. This consistency ensures that
appropriate actions are taken to ensure that both students and staff are kept safe.
An emergency situation or critical incident is defined as an occurrence that is sudden, urgent,
and usually unexpected, or an occasion requiring immediate action.
Severe problem behaviour is defined as behaviour of such intensity, frequency, or duration that
the physical safety of the student or others is likely to be placed in serious jeopardy.
Basic defusing strategies
Avoid escalating the problem behaviour
Avoid shouting, cornering the student, moving into the student’s space, touching or
grabbing the student, sudden responses, sarcasm, becoming defensive, communicating
anger and frustration through body language.
Remain calm, respectful and detached
Model the behaviour you want students to adopt, stay calm and controlled, use a serious
measured tone, choose your language carefully, avoid humiliating the student, be matter of
fact.
Approach the student in a non-threatening manner
Move slowly and deliberately toward the problem situation, speak privately to the student/s
where possible, speak calmly and respectfully, minimise body language, keep a reasonable
distance, establish eye level position, be brief, stay with the agenda, acknowledge
cooperation, withdraw if the situation escalates.
Follow through
If the student starts displaying the appropriate behaviour briefly acknowledge their choice
and re-direct other students’ attention towards their usual work/activity. If the student
continues with the inappropriate behaviour then remind them of the school expectations.
Debrief
Help the student to identify the sequence of events that led to the unacceptable behaviour,
pinpoint decision moments during the sequence of events, evaluate decisions made, and
identify acceptable decision options for future situations.
Non-violent Crisis Intervention
Woodford P-10 State School has staff trained in the techniques of Non-violent Crisis Intervention.
Appropriate physical intervention may be used to ensure that our duty of care to protect students
and staff from foreseeable risks of injury is met.
Physical intervention can involve coming between students, blocking a student’s path, leading a
student by the hand/arm, shepherding a student by placing a hand in the centre of the upper back,
removing potentially dangerous objects and, in extreme situations, using more forceful restraint.
It is important that all staff understand:
 physical intervention must not be used when a less severe response can effectively resolve
the situation
 physical intervention cannot be used as a form of punishment
Physical intervention is not to be used as a response to:
 property destruction
 school disruption
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refusal to comply
verbal threats
leaving a classroom or the school, unless student safety is clearly threatened.

Any physical intervention made must:
 be reasonable and in proportion to the circumstances of the incident
 always be the minimum force needed to achieve the desired result, and
 take into account the age, stature, disability, understanding and gender of the student.
Physical intervention is only to be employed after all less restrictive methods of intervening
have been exhausted and when the individual presents a danger to self or others. It is a last
resort.
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Record Keeping
Each instance involving the use of physical intervention must be formally documented. Refer to
My HR
6. Network of student support
Students at Woodford P-10 State School are supported through positive reinforcement and a
system of universal, targeted, and intensive behaviour supports by:
 Parents
 Positive Learning Centre Staff
 Teachers
 Senior Guidance Officer
 Support Staff
 School Chaplain
 Head of Department
 School Based Police Officer
 Administration Staff
 School Based Youth Health
Nurse.
 Guidance Officer
 Advisory Visiting Teachers
Support is also available through the following government and community agencies:
 Disability Services Queensland
 Child and Youth Mental Health
 Queensland Health
 Department of Communities (Child Safety Services)
 Police
 Local Council
 Neighbourhood Centre.
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7. Consideration of individual circumstances
To ensure alignment with the Code of School Behaviour, the individual circumstances and
actions of the student and the needs and rights of school community members are
considered at all times when responding to unacceptable behaviour.
Woodford P-10 State School considers the individual circumstances of students when
applying support and responses by:
 promoting an environment which is responsive to the diverse needs of its students
 establishing procedures for applying fair, equitable and non-violent responses for
infringement of the code ranging from the least intrusive sanctions to the most
stringent
 recognising and taking into account students' age, gender, disability, cultural
background, socioeconomic situation and their emotional state
 recognising the rights of all students to:
o express opinions in an appropriate manner and at the appropriate time
o work and learn in a safe environment regardless of their age, gender,
disability, cultural background or socio-economic situation, and
o receive adjustments appropriate to their learning and/or impairment needs,
8. Appendix
Appendix 1
Appendix 2
Appendix 3

The use of personal technology devices at school
Procedures for preventing and responding to incidents of bullying (including
cyberbullying)
PBL Handbook

9. Related legislation
 Anti-Discrimination Act 1991
 Commonwealth Disability Discrimination Act 1992
 Commonwealth Disability Standards for Education 2005
 Commission for Children and Young People and Child Guardian Act 2000
 Criminal Code Act 1899
 Education (General Provisions) Act 2006
 Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006
 Information Privacy (IP) Act 2009
 Judicial Review Act 1991
 Right to Information Act 2009
 Workplace Health and Safety Act 1995
 Workplace Health and Safety Regulation 1997
10. Related policies
 SMS-PR-021: Safe, Supportive and Disciplined School Environment
 CRP-PR-009: Inclusive Education
 SMS-PR-027: Enrolment in State Primary, Secondary and Special Schools
 SMS-PR-022: Student Dress Code
 SMS-PR-012: Student Protection
 SCM-PR-006: Hostile People on School Premises, Wilful Disturbance and Trespass
 GVR-PR-001: Police Interviews and Police or Staff Searches at State Educational
Institutions
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ICT-PR-004: Using the Department's Corporate ICT Network
IFM-PR-010: Managing Electronic Identities and Identity Management
SCM-PR-003: Appropriate Use of Mobile Telephones and other Electronic
Equipment by Students

11. Some related resources
 Schoolwide Positive Behaviour Support
 Code of Conduct for School Students Travelling on Buses
 Bullying. No Way!
 Cybersmart Schools www.cybersmart.gov.au/schools.aspx

Endorsement

Mrs Ronnie Hill
Principal

Mrs Leanne Klein
P&C President or
Chair, School Council

Mrs Tracy Corsby
Regional Executive Director or
Executive Director (Schools)

Effective Date: 1 January 2017 – 31 December 2020
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Appendix 1
The Use of Personal Technology Devices* at School
This policy reflects the importance the school places on students displaying courtesy,
consideration and respect for others whenever they are using personal technology devices.
Personal Technology Device Etiquette
Bringing personal technology devices to school is not encouraged by the school because of
the potential for theft and general distraction and/or disruption associated with them.
However, if they are brought to school, they must be turned off and out of sight during
assemblies or classes unless otherwise advised by the classroom teacher. Personal
technology devices may be used at morning tea and lunch breaks and before and after
school as in accordance with the ‘Student Electronic Device Policy Student Agreement
Form’.
Certain Personal Technology Devices Banned From School
Students must not bring valuable personal technology devices like cameras, digital video
cameras or MP3 players to school as there is a risk of damage or theft. Such devices will be
confiscated by school staff and may be collected at the end of the day from the school office.
Breaches of this prohibition may result in discipline.
Confiscation
Permitted personal technology devices used contrary to this policy on school premises will
be confiscated by school staff. They will be made available for collection from the school
office at the end of the school day unless required to be kept for purposes of disciplinary
investigation, when it will only be returned in the presence of a parent.
Devices potentially containing evidence of criminal offences may be reported to the police. In
such cases police may take possession of such devices for investigation purposes and
students and parents will be advised to contact Queensland Police Service (QPS) directly.
Students who have a personal technology device confiscated more than once will not be
permitted to have a personal technology device at school for at least one month, or longer if
deemed necessary by the Principal.
Recording voice and Images
Every member of the school community should feel confident about participating fully and
frankly in all aspects of school life without concern that their personal privacy is being
invaded by them being recorded without their knowledge or consent.
We uphold the value of trust and the right to privacy at Woodford P-10 State School.
Students using personal technology devices to record inappropriate behaviours or incidents
(such as vandalism, fighting, bullying, staged fighting or pranks etc) for the purpose of
dissemination among the student body or outside the school, by any means (including
distribution by phone or internet posting) builds a culture of distrust and disharmony.
Students must not record images anywhere that recording would not reasonably be
considered appropriate (e.g. in change rooms, toilets or any other place where a reasonable
person would expect to be afforded privacy).
Recording of events in class is not permitted unless express consent is provided by the class
teacher.
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A student at school who uses a personal technology device to record private conversations,
ordinary school activities (apart from social functions like graduation ceremonies) or violent,
illegal or embarrassing matter capable of bringing the school into public disrepute is
considered to be in breach of this policy.
Even where consent is obtained for such recording, the school will not tolerate images or
sound captured by personal technology devices on the school premises or elsewhere being
disseminated to others, if it is done for the purpose of causing embarrassment to individuals
or the school, for the purpose of bullying1 or harassment, including racial and sexual
harassment, or where without such intent a reasonable person would conclude that such
outcomes may have or will occur.
Students involved in:
 recording; and/or
 disseminating material (through text messaging, display, internet uploading etc);
and/or,
 knowingly being a subject of a recording
Breach of this policy may be subject to discipline (including suspension and recommendation
for exclusion).
Students should note that the recording or dissemination of images that are considered
indecent (such as nudity or sexual acts involving children), is against the law and if detected
by the school will result in a referral to QPS.
Text communication
The sending of text messages that contain obscene language and/or threats of violence may
amount to bullying and or harassment or even stalking, and will subject the sender to
discipline and possible referral to QPS. Students receiving such text messages at school,
should ensure they keep the message as evidence and bring the matter to the attention of
the school office.
Assumption of cheating
Personal technology devices may not be taken into or used by students at exams or during
class assessment unless expressly permitted by staff. Staff will assume students in
possession of such devices during exams or assessments are cheating. Disciplinary action
will be taken against any student who is caught using a personal technology device to cheat
during exams or assessments.
Recording Private Conversations and the Invasion of Privacy Act 1971
It is important that all members of the school community understand that under the Invasion
of Privacy Act 1971, ‘a person is guilty of an offence against this Act if the person uses a
listening device to overhear, record, monitor or listen to a private conversation’. It is also an
offence under the Act for a person who has overheard, recorded, monitored or listened to a
conversation to which s/he is not a party to publish or communicate the substance or
meaning of the conversation to others.
Students need to understand that some conversations are private and therefore to overhear,
record, monitor or listen to such private conversations may be in breach of this Act, unless
consent to the recording is appropriately obtained.
Special Circumstances Arrangement

1

Education Queensland does not tolerate bullying behaviour at schools. This includes bullying
conducted by electronic means.
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Students who require the use of a personal technology device in circumstances that would
contravene this policy (for example to assist with a medical condition or other disability or for
a special project) should negotiate a special circumstances arrangement with the Deputy
Principal or Principal.
* Personal Technology Devices includes, but is not limited to, games devices (such as
Portable gaming devices, Tamagotchis®, laptop computers, PDAs, Blackberrys®, cameras
and/or voice recording devices (whether or not integrated with a mobile phone or MP3
player), mobile telephones, IPods® and devices of a similar nature.
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Appendix 2
Procedures for Preventing and Responding to Incidents of Bullying (including
Cyberbullying)
Purpose
1. Woodford P-10 State School strives to create positive, predictable environments for
all students at all times of the day. The disciplined and teaching environment that we
are creating is essential to:
 achieving overall school improvement, including the effectiveness and
efficiency of our student support procedures
 raising achievement and attendance
 promoting equality and diversity and
 ensuring the safety and well-being of all members of the school community.
2. There is no place for bullying in Woodford P-10 State School. Research indicates
that both those being bullied and those who bully are at risk for behavioural,
emotional and academic problems. These outcomes are in direct contradiction to our
school community’s goals and efforts for supporting all students.
3. Bullying behaviours that will not be tolerated at Woodford P-10 State School include
name-calling, taunting, mocking, making offensive comments, kicking, hitting,
pushing, taking belongings, inappropriate text messaging, sending offensive or
degrading images by phone or internet, producing offensive graffiti, gossiping,
excluding people from groups, and spreading hurtful and untruthful rumours.
4. Bullying may be related to:
 race, religion or culture
 disability
 appearance or health conditions
 sexual orientation
 sexist or sexual language
 young carers or children in care.
5. At Woodford P-10 State School there is broad agreement among students, staff and
parents that bullying is observable and measurable behaviour. When considering
whether or not bullying has occurred, we will therefore avoid speculation on the intent
of the behaviour, the power of individuals involved, or the frequency of its
occurrence. Whether bullying behaviour is observed between students of equal or
unequal power, whether it occurs once or several times, and whether or not the
persons involved cite intimidation, revenge, or self-defence as a motive, the
behaviour will be responded to in similar fashion, that is, as categorically
unacceptable in the school community.

Rationale
6. Research indicates that many problem behaviours are peer-maintained. That is,
peers react to bullying in ways that may increase the likelihood of it occurring again in
the future. Reactions include joining in, laughing, or simply standing and watching,
rather than intervening to help the person being bullied. Whilst our school would
never encourage students to place themselves at risk, our anti-bullying procedures
involve teaching the entire school a set of safe and effective response to all problem
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behaviour, including bullying, in such a way that those who bully are not socially
reinforced for demonstrating it.
7. The anti-bullying procedures at Woodford P-10 State School are an addition to our
already research-validated school wide positive behaviour support processes. This
means that all students are being explicitly taught the expected school behaviours
and receiving high levels of social acknowledgement for doing so. Adding lessons on
bullying and how to prevent and respond to it is a subset of procedures that our
students are already accustomed to.
Prevention
8. Attempting to address specific problem behaviours will not be successful if the
general level of disruptive behaviour in all areas of our school is not kept to a low
level. Therefore, our schoolwide universal behaviour support practices will be
maintained at all times. This will ensure that:
 Our universal behaviour support processes will always remain the primary
strategy for preventing problem behaviour, including preventing the subset of
bullying behaviour
 All students know the 4 school rules and have been taught the expected
behaviours attached to each rule in all areas of the school
 All students have been or are being taught the specific routines in the nonclassroom areas, from exiting the classroom, conducting themselves in
accordance with the school expectations in the playground and other areas,
to re-entering their classrooms
 All students are receiving high levels of positive reinforcement for
demonstrating expected behaviours, including those associated with following
our routines, from all staff in the non-classroom areas of the school
 A high level of quality active supervision is a permanent staff routine in the
non-classroom areas. This means that duty staff members are easily
identifiable and are constantly moving, scanning and positively interacting as
they move through the designated supervision sectors of the non-classroom
areas.
9. The student curriculum modules of the anti-bullying process consist of lessons taught
by all teachers in all classrooms to a school-wide schedule of instruction. At all times
simultaneous instruction is our goal, in order to maintain consistency of skill
acquisition across the school.
10. An initial introductory lesson is delivered, which teaches the 3-step process to be
used by all students when experiencing bullying behaviour either as a person being
bullied, the person bullying or bystander.
11. The introductory lesson is followed by several shorter lessons, each of which
focuses on one of the bullying behaviours that the school has identified and defined.
These lessons include instruction on how to approach adults and also on what
reactions and systemic responses they should expect from adults.
12. Research indicates that a common outcome of anti-bullying programming is an
improvement in understanding of bullying but little change in the frequency or nature
of actual bullying behaviour. One of the reasons cited for this outcome is the lack of
behavioural rehearsal in the programming. The anti-bullying process at Woodford P10 State School takes care to combine knowledge with practice in a process of active
learning, so that students understand by ‘doing’ as much as by ‘knowing’.
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13. Woodford P-10 State School uses behavioural data for decision-making. This data is
entered into our database on a daily basis and can be recalled as summary reports
at any time. This facility allows the school to track the effectiveness of its antibullying process, to make any necessary adjustments, and to identify specific bullying
behaviours that may need to be revisited or revised in the instructional process.
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Appendix 3

Woodford P-10 State School

PBL
Positive Behaviour for Learning

Handbook
Being Respectful

Being Responsible

Being Resilient

Seeing Results
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Introduction
Positive Behaviour for Learning (PBL) is a proactive, team-based framework for creating and
sustaining safe and effective schools. Emphasis is placed on prevention of problem
behaviour, development of social skills and the use of data-based problem solving. PBL
provides a comprehensive framework that provides informed decision-making based upon
data analysis that guides the process of assessing student needs and providing additional
levels of behavioural support to students in need.
PBL provides a positive focus to encouraging desirable student behaviours. A set of universal
requirements for behaviour, positively stated, are established for all students in all locations
of the school

Tier 1 (UNIVERSAL)


School-/Classroom-Wide Systems for All
Students, Staff, & Settings

Tier 2



Specialised Group
Systems for Students with At-Risk Behaviour

Tier 3




Specialised
Individualised
Systems for Students with High-Risk
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PBL aims to achieve
 Developing skills and knowledge to improve achievement of every student
 Creating and maintaining a safe, supportive, inclusive school environment for
students, teachers and the whole school community
 Use data to make informed decisions
 Prevention of behaviour problems and management of existing issues positively and
consistently
(adapted: School-Wide Positive Behaviour Interventions & Supports: Michigan Dept. Education, Implementation guide, 2010. P

This

diagram

illustrates how the 4 key elements work together to build a sustainable system
PBL 7 Principles
 PBL Team
 Common Approach
 Positive Behaviour Requirements
 Explicit Teaching of Requirements
 Positive Acknowledgements and Reinforcements
 Predictable Responses
 Data Based Decision Making
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PBL Team/ Common Purpose and approach
- Representatives across whole school including Admin
-

Meet periodically to coordinate efforts




Weekly Classroom Problem Solving Team Meetings
P-2: Wednesdays
3-6: Tuesdays
7-10: Thursdays
PBL Committee Meetings
Week 3 and Week 8 every term



Fortnightly Inclusive Education Meeting (Tier II)



Weekly PBL Coordinators Meeting

Communicate with staff through minutes and information sharing
Opportunities for PD (Staff inductions and refresher courses)
Staff to nominate on the student free days at the start of the year
Behaviour Requirements
PBL consists of requirements, routines and physical arrangements that are developed and
taught by school staff.
- Establish common language for staff and students
-

Visuals that communicate the requirements should be prominently displayed in
classrooms and all common areas

-

Weekly Focus Lessons are to be explicitly taught to students

See appendix 1 for Behaviour Requirements and Routines Table.
Interventions and strategies are implemented to teach and reinforce these requirements where
required.
These include:
 Periodic direct instruction (PBL Team Support and intervention)
 Positive reinforcement to students for demonstrating positive behaviours,
especially specific behaviour requirements identified by the school (identify
students demonstrating focus of the week)
 Predictable responses for behaviour delivered consistently by all staff
Explicit Teaching of Requirements
Students should receive direct instructions of the behaviour requirements and focus of the
week
- Teach the behaviour as you would teach any core curriculum subject
-

Take students to various locations in the school for instruction
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-

All adults in the school should be aware of the behaviour requirements and
take every opportunity to model those requirements

Weekly Focus emailed out to staff
Locate on G Drive Materials to support teaching of weekly Focus
Use of Videos/End Products to as visual reminders of requirements
Positive Acknowledgement and Reinforcement
Universals strategy is established with in the school to ensure that all students receive
positive acknowledgments for demonstrating the requirements.

Positive
Teacher
Attentio
n

Visual/ Written
Acknowledgements
Certificats, Postcards,
Letters

Tangible Rewards
E.g. activity
reward

Gotchas

5:1 Positive to negative ratio (Gottman)
- Work towards giving students 5 positive comments for every correction of behaviour
Simple positive acknowledgements must be
- Quick and easy to deliver
-

Natural in context






Verbal acknowledgement eg ‘you did it’
Thumbs up
Smile
Use of the students name
Eye contact

How to set a Positive Tone and Increase
Direction –Following
-

Use direct requests – not
questions
Acknowledge publicly, correct
privately
Establish eye contact
Give time to respond
Use start requests more that
stop requests
Follow through
Acknowledge compliance

Gotcha Primary Process, see Appendix 2
Gotcha Secondary Process, see Appendix 3
Postcard Process, see Appendix 8
Positive Behaviour Data is also recorded on OneSchool. This targets those students who
continually demonstrate a high level of positive behaviour and also students who show an
improvement in their behaviour. Teachers can record positive behaviour at any time during
the term. Twice per term Teachers will be given a form to complete and return to provide
details of the students who have exhibited positive behaviour.
Predictable Responses
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CDI Process – As per Positive Behaviour for Learning flow chart Appendix 5 And Not
Following Requirements Flow Chart Appendix 4
Following three warnings refer students to alternative class with work for a pre-determined
amount of time (Appendix 7)
Data Collection System
-

Data summarised and data reports shared with staff on regular basis

-

When data is shared with staff following points should be addressed
o Recognition of progress and accomplishments
o Interpretation of the data
o Suggestions for next step based on data

-

When entering the category of the behaviour tick the primary behaviour only.
Incidents include all CDI’s, serious playground incidents, truanting, fighting,
bullying, IT misconduct and any incident which requires Admin intervention.

Staff can use Many Eyes (Appendix 6), Version of Events (Appendix 9) and Playground Data
to assist with One School Data collection.
Data Based Decision Making
School wide behavioural data is readily available to PBL team and is updated and reviewed
twice per term. This data capture includes information on students with multiple incidents,
time of day, location, strategies etc. The data is used by the PBL Team PBL Classroom
Problem Solving Team to develop strategies.
The folder is located with the PBL HUB and is available for Staff to review.
The following is considered
- How are we going overall? Compare to previous data printouts.
-

Identify most frequent problems, locations, times, students, grades etc. What are the
patterns?

-

Solutions based focus – set goals for improvements

-

Consideration of data for identifying Tier II interventions for small group of students

-

Allocation of resources

Conclusion
Research and experience has taught us that systematically teaching behavioural requirements
and rewarding students for following them is a much more positive approach than waiting for
misbehaviour to occur before responding. By teaching and encouraging positive student
behaviour we reduce student disruption.
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Appendix 1- Behaviour Requirements and Routines Table

WOODFORD P-10 STATE SCHOOL BEHAVIOUR MATRIX
Every child has a right to learn
Every teacher has the right to teach
Everyone at our school has the right to feel safe

TODAY’S EFFORT IS TOMORROW’S SUCCESS
Being Respectful

Being Responsible

Being Resilient

Seeing Results

We speak kindly and politely to each other.
We follow directions promptly and positively.
We care for each other, our school and environment.
We are accountable for our actions, consequences and
belongings.
We make amends.
We make decisions that help us be successful and happy.
We choose our attitude.
We reflect on all experiences.
We are open to critical feedback.
We set goals.
We are organised and prepared.
We participate and give our best.

School Routines

Arriving at school
Before school
Tuckshop
Parade
Transition
Eating areas

Playground areas
Toilet use
Bus
Wet weather
Office
Personal technology devices
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Appendix 2- Primary Gotcha Process
TO: All Primary Staff
RE: Gotcha! Rewards system
This consists of students being identified as having followed the PBL requirements.

How it works:
Weekly
 Staff will need to give the student a Gotcha! card detailing the positive act.
 The student is then responsible for filling out their name and class and putting it in the
Gotcha! box in their classroom.
 Each Wednesday morning at parade we will draw one from each class. Gotcha! Cards
winners will earn a $2 Tuckshop voucher.
Each Term
 At the end of each term students will participate in class reward activity
Gotcha! cards will be available in the pigeon hole in the staffroom, in the playground duty
folders.
Recipients of a Gotcha! cards could:
 Be prepared for class
 Be working quietly
 Be respectful
 Help another students in class
 Loan equipment to another student in class
 Freely pick up rubbish willingly
 Follow directions politely
Etc
Please hand out Gotcha! cards freely! We want to promote as many positive behaviours as
we can.
Gotcha!
You have earned this Gotcha! card for:
□
Woodford Prep-10 State School
□
Being Respectful
□
Being Responsible
□
Being Resilient
□
Seeing Results
□
Other: _____________________
Name: __________________________

Teacher ticks the reason or gives a
reason

Student fills out name and class

Class: ___________
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Appendix 3 - Secondary PBL Trips
Secondary Reward Process
Students are selected based on their adherence to the school requirements of Being
Respectful, Being Responsible, Being Resilient and Seeing Results. Students must
not have more than 2 behaviour incidents recorded on OneSchool in the first 15
weeks of a semester.
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Appendix 4 – Not Following Requirements

Not Following Expectations
Respectful Responsible Resilient Results

Warning 1
Warning 2
Warning 3
CDI Classroom
Disruption Incident
- Student leaves quietly
- Incident entered on One School
- Phone call to parents
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Appendix 5- Alternative Class Slip

Alternate Class Slip
Student ……………………………..…………..……… Year ………….….. Date
……………………..……………………………….
Teacher ………………………………………….….…………..………..Subject
……………………..…………………………………..
Sent to ……………………………………………………………Time
left………………………Return time…………………..…..
Work sent for student
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………..
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Appendix 6 – PBL Flow Chart

DEFINE, TEACH AND DISPLAY BEHAVIOUR REQUIERMENTS AND ROUTINES
MODEL, PRACTISE AND REINFORCE REQUIERMENTS (PRAISE, GOTCHAS, AWARDS,
POSTCARDS, LETTERS)

Behaviours

OBSERVE BEHAVIOUR, CONSIDER FUNCTION AND DECIDE STRATEGY AND
Strategies
SUPPORT REQUIRED
Adheres to PBL Expectations & procedures (ASoT
DQ 6&7)

- Arriving late and / or unprepared
Build relationships (ASoT DQ 8, APST 4)
Absent
from
class
/
walk
out
Use Essential
Skills for
management
Many
My name:_________________ Date:
___________
Lunch
or
Establishing
expectations
Refusal
to
participate
in
program
of
Afternoon Tea
Giving instructions
instruction
Waiting and scanning
Rules:
for each other. We speak kindly
and
politely to each
- DressWe
codecare
/ shoes
Cueing with parallel acknowledgement
Body language encouragement
- Disrupting others
other.
Descriptive encouraging
- Not
followingduty
directions
The
playground
teacher did not know, but today I- sawSelective
….. attending
- Non compliant with routine
Redirecting to the learning
Giving an choice
- I.T. misconduct
Following through
- Lying / cheating
Review planning/adjustments
- Property misconduct
Content, Process, Product, Environment
- Wilful disobedience
(ASoT DQ 1-5, APST 1, 2, 3)
- Behaving in an unsafe physical manner
1st & 2nd Warnings – Clear verbal and visual warning
- Physical misconduct
Fresh start each lesson!
- Harassment
Logical & Natural Strategies
Loss of own time – teacher managed
- Bullying
Community service – teacher managed
- Taking property without permission
Time In at lunch with PBL aide
- Possess prohibited items
- Verbal misconduct
BEHAVIOUR
- Public displays of affection
RESOLVED?
PRAISE
3rd WARNING =
3 CDI’s in 5 Days
APPROPRIATE
CDI
= PLE
BEHAVIOUR

One School incident

(APST 5)

Contact Parent
(APST 7)

STRATEGY
Student participates
Teacher supported (APST 6)
WORKINGContinue to build
and engages in
curriculum
relationships with student
and parent (APST 7)
- Refer student to Inclusive
Education Team
- Follow Individual Behaviour
Plan
Specialist, Relief, Contract,
Beginning Teachers
Crucial Strategies
Relationship building
Structured environment
Follow Classroom Routine
Team support (Teaching Staff
HOD, HOC, HOSES)
Access Relevant student
information
Consider Classroom Profile

STRATEGY NOT
Parent supported
Admin supported
WORKINGWorking with
- Case conference
school
- Suspension/s
- Managed
- Exclusion
Timetable
- Out of school Time
In

Inclusive Education Team
Team will gather data and determine
strategies (IBMP, School based support eg GO,
nurse, chappy, external support agencies)

Team will also communicate with
parent
Consider Complex Case
Management
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Appendix 7- Many Eyes Upper and Lower

Lower Primary

Upper Primary

NAME ……………………………………….. DATE ………………………..
Positive Behaviours Observed …………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………….
Behaviours of concern .………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………..

G:\Coredata\Office\Web Page\2017\Responsible Behaviour Plan for Students 2017.doc
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Appendix 8- Postcards

Postcard Procedures
One lesson each week will be selected as the ‘Postcard Lesson’ (in the weekly focus email)
- Select one student who is displaying
 Engagement in learning
 Appropriate behaviour
 Improvement
 Supportive peer
 Etc.

Be specific when commenting on the postcard e.g.- literacy, numeracy, social,
Please do not tell the student – it is meant to be a surprise

Specialist teachers to give out postcards as well when appropriate and need to discuss with class teacher
so there are no clashes. PE, Music, LOTE to give out 1 per week.
Please address the Postcards to the student and hand postcards the office staff for posting

Postcards need to be recorded onto One School Positives.

Postcards will be in your pigeonhole every week

G:\Coredata\Office\Web Page\2017\Responsible Behaviour Plan for Students 2017.doc
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Appendix 9- Version of Events

Student Name:

Woodford P-10 State School
Version of event– Student
Date of Incident:

Witnesses:

Incident Type:
Period:
Location:
Where did it happen?
Behaviour Incident Details / Student Statements, What happened:

Record of Contact:
Student Signature:

G:\Coredata\Office\Web Page\2017\Responsible Behaviour Plan for Students 2017.doc

Date:
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Appendix 10 – Return to Class Plan

Student Support Services
Notification Slip
Date:

Time:

Name:

Year Level

Has been with:

Is returning to class:

 SCHOOL NURSE
 GUIDANCE OFFICER
 ADMINISTRATION

 CHAPLAIN
 PBL HUB STAFF
 SEP STAFF

1. TO PARTICIPATE AS NORMAL 
2. WILL NEGOTIATE TASKS TO BE COMPLETED WITH
TEACHER. WILL NOT BE DISRUPTIVE 
3. FOR AT LEAST 15 MINUTES BEFORE RETURNING TO
THE HUB 
4. TO BE MARKED ON THE ROLL AND TO RETURN TO
THE PBL HUB (PLEASE SEND WORK IF POSSIBLE) 

Support Staff:
(Signature)

G:\Coredata\Office\Web Page\2017\Responsible Behaviour Plan for Students 2017.doc
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